Abstract| The Architecture constructed with two types of processing, logical symbol processing and stimulus-reaction type parallel processing, seems promising for intelligent systems. Since the symbol processing is constructed by top-down approach and the stimulus-reaction type processing is built up by bottom-up approach, discrepancy, which is called \Symbol Grounding Problem", take place. This paper presents a framework for integration of symbol processing and stimulus-reaction type processing from the viewpoint of solving the symbol grounding problem. In this framework designers or users use the conventional heuristic symbols, and the systems use the self-organized symbols based on the characteristics/environment of the systems themselves. Translation from one to another makes the fusion of those two symbols. The self-organized symbols are grounded and manipulative.
1.

INTRODUCTION
Intelligent system has been constructed with logical symbol processing for problem solving/action planing. It has become popular for the intelligent system to employ stimulus-reaction type parallel processing for sensor recognition/motor control. Logical symbol processing is called \symbolic AI", which aims at representing intelligence by symbol system [1] . Symbolic AI has an ability of multi-fold or multistage inference and is capable of describing explicit knowledge easily, but has poor robustness against noises or environmental changes. Approaches like sub-sumption architecture(SA) [2] have been trying to represent the intelligence only by stimulusreaction type parallel processing. The robots mounted with the SA have demonstrated their robustness through many experiments. This stimulus-reaction type processing is called \Computational AI". It is, however, dicult for this type of processing to practice multi-fold or multistage inference, and it has poor description capability for explicit knowledge.
The point is that logical symbol processing and stimulus-reaction type parallel processing should be integrated as illustrated in Fig.1 . The former is constructed by top-down approach and the latter is built up by bottom-up approach. So it needs to consider discrepancies between them. Symbol grounding problem [3] is one of the discrepancies. Repetition of symbol processing makes the symbols be isolated from the real world where the system exists. This paper presents a framework for the integration of symbolic processing and stimulus-reaction type processing from the viewpoint of solving the symbol grounding problem. Designers or users use the conventional heuristic symbols, and the systems use the self-organized symbols based on the characteristics/environment of the systems themselves. Translation from one to another makes the fusion of those two symbols, as illustrated in Fig.2 . The self-organized symbols are \grounded", and the symbols are \manipulative" by translation. \Acquisition of manipulative grounded symbols" will combine the symbol processing and the stimulus-reaction type processing.
There have been discussions about the fusion of rule-based inference and connectionism. These studies [4] [5] [6] are aiming at \integration of symbols and patterns". But the state of the arts are no more than the multi-strategy learning [7] . Intelligent processing using fuzzy logic [8] seems promising. Fuzzy logic is considered to be a bridge between the symbolic information processing and the numerical information processing. It could be a way for translation from symbols to patterns and vice versa. However, the membership functions, which are key factors for the translation, are decided heuristically.
Navigation by autonomous robot has been a challenging task for intelligent systems. Conventional autonomous robot utilizes sensory data and its state for navigation. Various ways of representation for the state were proposed for navigation by autonomous robot [9] [10] . Most of them are symbol systems, which are easy for designers to understand. The state space represented by the symbols does not agree in many cases, not only metrically but also topologically, with the space composed of the input-output characteristics of the robot itself. It causes the above mentioned symbol grounding problem that symbols are not based on the robot's environment. Tani [11] did a pioneering work for the symbol grounding problem. He used a recurrent neural network(RNN) for the navigation of an autonomous robot, and regarded the attractors formed in the RNN as the grounded symbols. This work suggests that navigation task can be expressed as a transition of symbols(attractors). But it is dicult to utilize the attractors in [11] for logical symbol processing. Noda, Asada and Hosoda [12] discussed a self-organization of the state space structure used for reinforcement learning. The state space constructed by this method is \static". This system cannot describe relationships between an input and plural outputs. This paper presents a new framework in Fig.2 to acquire manipulative grounded symbols. The \input-output space" is regarded as the state space of the robot. The input-output pairs of data in this space are self-organized for acquiring grounded symbols. Each symbol expresses a set of similar input-output relationships, and it has a clear correspondence with stimulus-reaction type parallel processing. A series of heuristic symbols for navigation of the robot is translated into a series of grounded symbols, and executed by switching corresponding stimulus-reaction type controllers. The series of grounded symbols, thus, means a state transition based on the input-output space structure. The symbols are grounded and manipulative. Furthermore, the relationship between a certain input and plural outputs are distinguishable by the dierent state. The robot designed here can determine the timing of the state transition only by local sensory data. The robot, which uses only stimulus-reaction type controller, has a robustness against noises and temporary geometrical changes. A simulation for acquisition of the manipulative-grounded symbols is done. A navigation of robot is fullled by employing neural networks for the stimulus reaction type controllers.
NAVIGATION TASK FOR AUTONOMOUS ROBOT
This chapter introduces a navigation task for autonomous robot. As shown in Fig.3 , the robot is equipped with several distance sensors and one actuator to rotate and move straight. The robot moves in the work-space by sensoring the environment, rotating and moving a certain distance. The task assigned here is to follow routes indicated by a user. Two subjects are important here. The rst one is how easy user can indicate the route. Considering the case where a human navigates using a road map, the user, in this paper, is required to indicate a series of branch points in the task-space. The other subject is what kind of representation is suitable for the state of the robot. This paper represents the robot's state based on input-output relationships of the robot itself.
ACQUISITION OF SYMBOLS
This chapter explains how to acquire grounded symbols. This process consists of 3 phases, data collection, clustering and neural controller learning. In the phase of data collection, the robot moves around in the work-space with collision-free maneuvering, and collects the input-output pairs of data. In the clustering phase, collected data are self-organized by a clustering method. In the neural controller learning phase, the input-output relationships of the data in each cluster acquired in the previous phase are modeled by a three-layered neural network(NN).
3.1.
Data Collection
The robot moves around in the work-space with collision-free maneuvering. Every moment when the robot moves a certain distance , the robot saves data pairs, sensory inputs s i and rotating angle output d i , in Perception-Reaction-Database(PRDatabase). s i is N s dimensional vector. N s is the number of distance sensors. The robot repeats actions of rotating d i and moving straight .
After the collision-free-maneuvering, the coordinates in the work-space, position p i and angle i , are calculated based on the dead-reckoning system as follows:
where p i is the 2-dimensional vector, and i (i = 1; . . . ; N p ) denotes the index of input-output pair, N p is the number of data pairs. p i and i are saved in CoordinateDatabase(C-Database). Fig.4 illustrates the data collection process.
Clustering
In this phase, the collected data are self-organized by the hierarchical clustering al- [Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm] At the rst step of the hierarchical clustering, each cluster contains only one pair of data. Two clusters which are closer than a prespecied threshold value to each other are composed to be a new cluster. By enlarging the threshold distance in the input-output space, the small clusters are combined to be larger clusters. In this paper, this repetition is stopped before the number of clusters N c becomes smaller than predetermined N small c . In this paper, the distance between two clusters are dened by the nearest neighbor distance. Assuming that a cluster at the (t + 1) -th threshold change C k (t + 1) is composed of C i (t) and C j (t) , C k (t + 1) is given by
where d ij (t) is the distance between cluster C i (t) and cluster C j (t), [ is the disjunction operator. D(t + 1) is the threshold distance given by
where is the coecient to determine the step size of the threshold, D(0) is the initial threshold value. The distance between C k (t + 1) and C n (t 
By this clustering algorithm, the collected data are clustered. Each data in PRDatabase is labeled by the cluster number which the data belongs to.
Neural control ler learning
The acquired cluster which contains a set of data has a range of input-output relationships. These input-output relationships can be easily described by a stimulusreaction type parallel processing architecture as illustrated in Fig. 5 . In this paper we employ the 3-layered neural networks(3NN) as an example of stimulus-reaction type parallel processing architecture. The input-output pairs in PR-Database are used for the supervised learning of 3NNs. The details of 3NN and its learning algorithm are described below.
[3NN Algorithm] Three-layered neural network is a parallel processing algorithm which is able to describe any continuous non-linear functions. The parameters are adjusted by the back-propagation of errors between network outputs and supervised outputs. 
Update of weights and oset values is executed by the back-propagation algorithm. The squared error E between the network output y k and the supervised output s k is given by
Connection weights and oset values are renewed as follows:
where , are the learning rates. Indexes i; j; k mean the row/column number of matrix/vector.
The input-output relationships of the data pairs in each cluster is described by a 3NN. The actions of the robot is described by the transition of grounded symbols. As each grounded symbol corresponds to each cluster, it follows that the actions of the robot is described by the transition of some kinds of neural controllers to be used.
The obtained clusters by the clustering can be labeled with symbols, and the symbols clearly reect the input-output characteristics of the robot. These symbols are grounded. The input-output relationships of each cluster are acquired by the neural networks, and the navigation directed by a series of symbols is executed by switching the corresponding neural controllers. Use of only the stimulation-reaction type controllers to calculate the manipulating variables brings the robustness against noises and temporary geometrical changes.
NAVIGATION BY SERIES OF SYMBOLS
This chapter explains robot navigation with the acquired symbols. This process consists of the following 3 phases: indication of route, translation and navigation.
In the route indication phase, the user indicates a series of branches, representing the required robot route. In the translation phase, the branch series is translated into the grounded symbol series. In the navigation phase, robot is navigated with the grounded symbol series.
Route indication
In the route indication phase, the user indicates the robot route to the system. It is desirable to be easy for the users to indicate the route. In this paper, the user only has to indicate a series of branches in the work-space. At rst, number is assigned to the branches. As shown in Fig.6 , graphic user interface shows the rough map of work-space and the numbers for the indicated branches. In this way, the user can indicate the route easily by branch series.
Translation
In the translation phase, the series of branches is translated into symbol series. In the PR-Database, many pairs of input distances s i and output rotating angle d i are saved. In the C-Database, corresponding coordinates in the work-space (p i , i ) are saved. At rst, the route indicated by the branches is sampled. At each sampling point q j (j = 1; . . . ; N q ), the absolute direction of the route (the direction to the right: 0 ) j is calculated (Fig.7) . q j is a 2-dimensional vector which denotes the position of the sampling point in the work-space. For each q j , all data d i and (p i , i ) in the r q neighborhood of q j are loaded from the PR-database and the C-database , respectively. Correlation cosf j 0 ( i + d i )g between the direction of the route j and the direction of the robot i + d i is summed up for each cluster. Cluster Q j which has the largest value to q j is assigned. This calculation is given by eq. (9) .
where C k is a cluster, i 2 C k denotes the index of data in PR-and C-Databases belonging to cluster C k . This process is equivalent to the selection of the approximate`maximum likelihood' neural controller for the robot to move toward j at q j . The neural controller used at q j has learned the input-output characteristics of cluster Q j . Fig.8 illustrates this process. As shown in Fig. 9 , state transition series R = R 1 R 2 . . . R Nr (N r N q ) are obtained from state time series Q j (Q 1 ; Q 2 ; ; . . . ; Q N q = Q).
By the above mentioned method, the branch series is translated to the state transition series, i.e. grounded symbol series. 4.3 . Navigation
In the navigation phase, robot is navigated with the symbol series. As shown in (11) where r c is the radius of hyper-sphere whose center is p i . Cluster C has hyperspheres whose centers are p i2C , and radiuses are r c . The antecedent part of (11) judges whether the point (s 0T T is plotted out of cluster R N r , the navigation is nished (Fig.11) .
The above 3 phases fulll the navigation task. The robot can determine the timing of the state transition only by local sensory data. Since the robot uses only stimulus-reaction type controller, it has a robustness against noises and temporary geometrical changes. 5 .
SIMULATION WITH VIRTUAL ROBOT
This chapter describes a simulation with a virtual robot. At rst, the virtual workspace and virtual robot are introduced. The 6 phases in chapter 3 and 4 are executed one by one.
5.1. Work-space and robot Fig.12 shows the work-space surrounded by walls and has 2 obstacles in it. The robot shown in Fig.13 , has 9 distance sensors to detect the distance between the walls/obstacles and the robot itself. These sensors are equally allocated on the front of the robot from 090 to 90 . The robot has an actuator to rotate from 0180 to 180 . The robot moves around the work-space by repeating recognition, rotation and moving forward to a small distance.
Simulation [Data collection]
A graphic user interface(GUI) was used in this phase. The GUI showed the workspace and virtual tracks of the robot drawn by interpolating a series of points given by designer's mouse clicks. Fig.14 shows the virtual tracks. Assuming that the robot detects distances and rotates at each point, these data pairs are collected. Gaussian noise was added to each sampled distance by considering the noises in the real environment. The sampled data pairs were saved in the PR-Database. At the same time, the coordinate of each sampling point in the work-space was saved in the C-Database.
[Clustering]
In this phase, the data pairs in the PR-Database were self-organized by the 
[Neural controller learning]
In this phase, ve 3NNs were prepared. Each 3NN was trained with the pairs of inputs and outputs in each cluster. The parameters here were: N h = 8, = 0:05, = 0:05, = 0:8, and the learning iteration was 1000. Table 1 shows the learning results. The numbers in the columns in this table are, from the left hand side, the serial number of the cluster, the number of data in each cluster, the mean squared error for the training data and that for the unknown data. The unknown data used here were obtained by adding Gaussian noise to the corresponding data for training.
The results in Table 1 shows that the errors were suciently small for the control task, and the leaning of neural networks were successful.
[Route indication] [Translation]
The state transition series translated from the 3 branch series were as follows: [Navigation]
In this phase, the virtual robot is navigated by the symbol series in the workspace. Taking account for the errors of distance sensors, Gaussian noises were added to the detected sensory data. The results are shown in Figs.21 -23. The virtual robot was able to follow the indicated routes. 6 . DISCUSSION This paper has proposed a new framework in which the users use the heuristic symbols and the system uses the grounded symbols. Within this framework, this paper proposed an acquisition method of manipulative grounded symbols, and constructed the translation mechanism for the route navigation task. Not only to the route navigation task but also to other tasks, this framework can be applied in case there are discrepancies between the symbols for users and the symbols for the systems. Utilizing the grounded symbols which were based on the system's environment, the robust behavior was achieved. This paper demonstrated the eectiveness of the use of both the users' knowledge and the acquired knowledge of the system. There could be the cases where the heuristic symbols are not available in advance. For these cases, autonomous acquisition of not only the grounded symbols but also the relations between those symbols is desirable. Automata could be a candidate for the representation of the symbolic relations. The authors are studying a combination of neural network modules and non-deterministic automata for this autonomous acquisition and manipulation of grounded symbols. The combination of the heuristic symbols and the acquired grounded symbols by the translation mechanism made the relationships between the inputs and two types of outputs at the branching points be distinguishable.
Users could easily indicate the routes using there own symbols, i.e. branching series. The proposed system is robust for environmental changes. However,retraining and replanning of the route navigation will be necessary in case of drastic environmental changes such as the case where some new obstacles are added. It would be ecient for the proposed framework to set the retraining and replanning mechanisms. 7 . CONCLUSION This paper presented a framework for the integration of symbolic processing and stimulus-reaction type parallel processing, for constructing intelligent systems. Acquisition of manipulative grounded symbols is achieved with this framework. The grounded symbols were acquired by self-organization of input-output characteristics of the system itself. A series of heuristic symbols given by a user for the navigation of the robot was translated into a series of grounded symbols, i.e. a state transition based on the input-output space structure. The robot uses only stimulus-reaction type controller, and it has a robustness against noises and temporary geometrical changes.
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